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ABSTRACT
 
This project exaiaines the dev€?lopment of writ:ing using
 
funds of knowledge and whole langueiige with High School ESL
 
students. Traditional ESL methods are not iiieetincj the needs
 
of these students. Alternatives tc{> traditional methods are
 
examined that accelerate, rather than remediate, ::iispanic
 
students.
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 INTRODUCTION
 
The development of writing skills is fundamental to a
 
student/s ability to demonstrate that he or she has mastered
 
a language. In order to graduate J:rom High School students
 
must pass state required proficiency tests which clemand the
 
use of writing and critical thinking skills. ESL students
 
have great difficulty in meeting this requirement,
 
Unfortunately, for ESL students, traditional methods of
 
remediation to bring up low levels of literacy are not
 
working. These students still remain at very low reading
 
and writing levels using traditional ESL methods.
 
Alternative pedagological choices are needed.
 
Studies have shown that 45% of Hispanic high school
 
students fail to graduate from High School (Kollars 1988).
 
Hispanic newcomers who enter school at high school age are
 
' ' ■ . ■ ■ i ' ■ 
the most disadvantaged. In order to pass proficiency tests,
 
and be academically competitive with mainstream English
 
fluent students, ESL students' speaking, reading, and
 
writing skills must be attained within a short period of
 
time. Traditional methods are not meeting these s:tudents'
 
needs. The structure of instruction is fragmented and
 
disempowering (Crawford 1989, Cummins 1989, Flores 1982).
 
Fortunately there has been a great surge in research
 
that will assist the academic development of Hispanic
 
students. In the last quarter of a century a significant
 
 amount of lan^age research has be n^ carried Out. The
 
findings of many of these studies l|iave influenced educators^
 
insights into the development of leinguage abilities.
 
Researchers have discovered that the process of first and
 
second language acquisition are siitiilar in nature ^ This has
 
helped to reorganize second language instruction,
 
Research now shows that educators have underestimated
 
the learning potential of second Iclnguage development
 
students. A shift from low level dkills instruction to a
 
"higher ground" is vital to these students' success. We
 
must accelerate, not remediate, th^ir education (Ievin
 
1989).
 
This project incorporates recsnt research coi pled with 
a holistic approach to literacy which examines the 
development of writing with High Sdhool ESL studenits. ■ ■ 
In a holistic view of languag^ learning, language needs
 
to be kept whole, meaningful, and ij-elevant to leai'ners
 
(Goodman 1989). Students learn as they construct their own
 
knowledge. Knowledge is not simply transmitted fxom teacher
 
to student. Oral language occurs in speech events Written
 
language occurs in literacy events, In holistic approaches
 
to learning, speech and writing evgnts are developed in
 
meaningful context.
 
Goodman (1986) explains that WJhen we learn language we
 
are "first able to use whole utterances" and that
 
later can we see the parts in the hole and begin
W' to
 
experiment with their relationship to each other nd to the
 
meaning of the whole" (p. 19). Parts are harder tio learn
 
than wholes because they are more eibstract. Studeints need
 
the whole to provide a context for the parts,
 
Unfortunately, instruction in schools has too often
 
been organized from part to whole. Traditional "part to
 
whole" approaches to teaching and ].earning are "logical but
 
not psychological" (Freeman & Freeman, 1992). "Part to
 
whole" approaches to learning are c:ommonly used in
 
traditional high school ESL instruction. Much tiiiie is spent
 
on grammar, sentence structure, ancl paragraphing techniques.
 
Students are remediated rather than empowered to use their
 
second language writing abilities in a natural student
 
centered developmental process
 
Vygotsky (1978) wrote that th^ cooperation between
 
student and teacher is the most impiortant element in the
 
educational process. His famous ccncept of "Zone of
 
Proximal Development" stressed the importance of ocial
 
interaction in the process Of learning. He questioned what
 
an individual accomplishes on his cr her own, compjared to
 
what one accomplishes with the guided help of another, and
 
then finally On his or her own afte
r guidance. Hils famous
 
concept of "Zone of Proximal Development" refers t0 the
 
importance of this interactive relationship of strident and
 
facilitator.
 
Language minority students have much to gain from
 
teachers who perceive themselves as facilitators in the
 
process of learning. Authentic and interactive activities
 
which empower learners to take owntirship of their learning
 
are needed for true literacy to de'^relop (K. Goodman, 1989).
 
Teachers who Want students to reach higher levels of
 
development in the process of writing must attend to its
 
social functions and provide meaningful student caintered
 
activities. True literacy is obtainable when stuc.ients
 
realize that writing is meaningful and has immediate
 
crh language (Hallliday
purpose; language is learned throu^l

1984).
 
This project will review litei-ature in the arieas of
 
language acquisition, writing, whole language, andl cultural
 
studies of Hispanic students' funds; of knowledge, This
 
research has been applied and implemented in the fcorm of
 
three writing activities. Fourteer| ESL I studenti
 
participated in this study. Their development of' writing
 
proficiency has been compared to ESjL II students, who were
 
taught using traditional methods of teaching second language
 
learners.
 
The results of this study lead to pedagological choices
 
that accelerate and empower Hispanij<c second language
 
learners.
 
REVIEW OF LITEI^ATURE
 
In both first and second language settings, language
 
acquisition has led to the investigation of literacy
 
development. ResearGh On writing takes place within the
 
larger framework of language acquisition and development.
 
Research on the acquisition of wri1:ing reaches cbriclusions
 
that are very similar to the acquisition of spoken language
 
(Hudelson 1989).
 
Alice Horning (1987) has deveidped a writing theory
 
based on the hypothesis: "Basic wjriters learn to write as
 
other learners master a second language because f<::|ir them,
 
academic written lahguage is a whofe new language"" (p. 5).
 
She goes on to state that, "the written form of language is
 
a distinct linguistic system, a theiorem which is $upported
 
by abundant research data" (p. 7). She foriaulated her
 
writing acquisition theory around ^rashen's five typotheses.
 
Krashen's theory (1982) of second language acquisition,
 
based on research from applied linguistics, consists of five
 
hypotheses. These hypotheses can Jpe paralleled tg the
 
process of writing development.
 
Acauisition-Learninq Hvpothesis
 
The Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis states that second
 
language is acquired in a similar way to that of first
 
language. The acquisition is a subconscious process that is
 
constructed for a specific purpose in a meaningfu] context;
 
the real world context of social discourse. It happens when
 
we are interested in a topic, feel relaxed, and understand
 
what is being said or read. Acquirers aren't totally aware
 
of the fact that they are acquiring a language. ]:t is a
 
natural process based on interaction and the human need to
 
socialize.
 
Writing, as well as speaking, is a form of
 
socialization. More time can be s^ent on developi.ng what
 
one wants to say for a specific puirpose in a real world
 
context. Just as learners make sense of spoken Icinguage,
 
learners process understanding of ^ ^ritten language. They
 
determine how to construct their oyn meaning.
 
The Natural Order Hypothesis
 
The Natural Order Hypothesis cblaims that graiiimatical
 
structures are acquired in a predictable way. Th:s order in
 
the first language is different from that in the second
 
language, although some similariti<5S do exist.
 
Second language learners without native-like control of
 
English will work to create meaning in written foimi, and
 
will make and test out varied hypotheses about how English
 
is written.
 
The Monitor Hypothesis
 
The "monitor" refers to the internal editor in a
 
person's mind. In Krashen's view, the "monitor" :.s
 
necessary in language learning. This monitor is also
 
necessary in jt^e writing process during the editing phase.
 
  
It has little invoivement in developing oral fluency; in
 
fact, an over use of the "monitor" can inhibit orsil fluency.
 
This "monitor" is an asset in writing when more time is
 
available to rewrite and re-edit ohe's work.
 
The Input Hvpothesis
 
The Input Hypothesis states th.tat we will acquire a
 
language if we receive understandaJjj>le messages. likn
 
important point of this hypothesis indicates that meaning is
 
■ ' . . ^ . ■■ ! 
essential and structure will follOTir "Comprehensible input" 
is essential to acquisition of as^ cond language,! and must
 
occur in the context of natural laihiguage use.
 
The Affective Filter Hvpothesis
 
This hypothesis maintains that language is mc:ist
 
efficiently acquired in a risk-free classroom setting. An
 
environment which promotes self-esteem and values the first
 
language and culture of the student, lessens anxie:ty. Risk
 
taking and negotiating meaning encourages the laneuage
 
acquisition process. It is a more natufal enviroiiment,
 
similar to the first language environment where c'hildren are
 
accepted at their level of speech emergence and encouraged
 
in a language-rich comprehensible surrounding. I
 
The three primary variables stressed in the typothesis
 
are:
 
1. Motivation
 
Highly motivated second Icinguage students generally
 
do better.
 
 2. 	Self-Confidence
 
Second language is facili:ated by high s€ilf-esteem.
 
3. 	Anxiety
 
Low levels of anxiety fac|.litates second language
 
acquisition.
 
A teacher's attitude towards yriting plays a critical
 
role in students' writing developingnt. The beliels and
 
assumptions that teachers hold aboilit writing have'an effect
 
on whether students see themselves as writers,
 
Language acquisition and the development of writing
 
ability occur in the same way; writi:ing ability is not
 
learned, but acquired through read|ng fqr meaning i and
 
genuine interest or pleasure. Whet reading is tali:ing place,
 
structures of grammar and rules for writing will 1::>e
 
presented to the writer through the written word, Rules and
 
structures will be acquired if the reader is "operi" to the
 
input. The Affective Filter is lo\/ when the reader is
 
focused on the message he is readitg.
 
"As 	in the case with oral language acquisitic»n,
 
competence in writing does not come from the study of
 
form directly--the rules that describe written language
 
or reader- based prose are simply too complex: and
 
numerous to be explicitly tau^:ht and conscioiasly
 
learne<i. We gain competence in oral language: by
 
understanding messages encodec^ in written larguage, by
 
reading for meaning» In this way, we gain a
 
subconscious feel for written language, we ac:quire this
 
code as a Second dialect" {Kr4shen 1984 p. 27
).
 
Investigators have pointed to the distinctioT between
 
contextualized and decontextualizeA language as fundamental
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to understanding the nature of student's language and
 
literacy development (Bruner, 19751; Donaldson, 1978; Olson,
 
1977). The terms used by investigators have differed, but
 
they all point to the extent in which meaning is being
 
communicated as supported by contextual cues (sucti as
 
gestural and intonation cues present in face-to-face
 
interaction), or dependent on only linguistic cues that are
 
largely independent of the immediai:e communication context.
 
To discuss the difference between contextualized and
 
decontextualized language, it is important to review Jim
 
Cximmins (1981) cognitive and conce]ptualized model J See
 
Figure 1.
 
The extremes of the context-ejnbedded/context reduced
 
continuum are distinguished by the fact that in context-

embedded communication the partici]pants can actively
 
negotiate meaning (e.g., by providing feedback that the
 
message has not been understood), and the lahguage is
 
supported by a wide range of meaningful interper?5onal and
 
situational cues. Gontext-reduced communication, on the
 
other hand, rblies primarily (or, at the extreme cjf the
 
continuum, exclusively) on linguistic cues to mea|ling, and
 
thus successful interpretation of the message depends
 
heavily on knowledge of the language itself. In general,
 
context-embedded communication is Irnore typical of the
 
everyday world outside the classroom whereas many of the
 
linguistic demands of the classroom (e.g., manipulating
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text) reflect communicative activities that are close to the
 
context-reduced end of the continuum.
 
The upper parts of the vertical continuum consist of
 
communicative tasks and activities in which the 1 nguistic
 
tools have become largely automatised and thus recuire
 
little active cognitive involvement for approprial:e
 
performance. At the lower end of the continuum are tasks
 
and activities in which the linguistic tools have not become
 
automatized, and thus require actiye cognitive imiolvement.
 
Persuading another individual that your point of vlew is
 
correct, and writing an essay, are examples of quadrant C
 
and D skills respectively.
 
The framework elaborates ork the conversational/
 
academic (or BICS/CALP) distinction by highlightirig
 
important dimensions of conversational and academic
 
communication. Thus, conversatione1 abilities (quadrant A)
 
often develop relatively quickly among ESL students because
 
these forms of communication are supported by interpersonal
 
and contextual cues and make relatively few cognitive
 
demands on the individual. Mastery of the academic
 
functions of language (quadrant D), on the other hland, is a
 
more formidable task because such uSes require higti levels
 
of cognitive involvement, and are only minimally s apported
 
by contextual or interpersonal cues
•
 
Cummins found that it took immigrant studentj= about two
 
years to develop conversational proficiency (quadrant A),
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but five to seven years to reach gijrade level noriiif in
 
academic tasks (quadrant D).
 
David and Yvonne Freeman suggest another way to look at
 
the difference in the time it takes tp achieve each of two
 
kinds of proficiency. Context, boi:h external anet internal,
 
can determine what students undersi:and and learn in their
 
second language. Students learn language and academic
 
content faster when it is embedded in context (Freeman,
 
Freeman 1991).
 
Educators often view context ^ s something "external" to
 
the learner. The Freemans develop the concept that context
 
can include both external context and internal context.
 
When students use background to ma ce sense of new ideas,
 
learners find the information less cognitively demanding.
 
Background knowledge helps determine how cognitivPly
 
demanding something is. The prior knowledge can be
 
considered as part of the context, Language that is context
 
embedded is less cognitively demanding than language that is
 
context reduced (Freeman, Freeman 1991).
 
Goodman (1984) explains that much of learning involves
 
making predictions. Context cues are needed in all
 
learning. We arrive at meaning by using the cues This is
 
another connection between context and cognitive <1 emand.
 
The more background there is, the pasier it is to make
 
predictions.
 
A Russian socio-historian psychologist, L. Si Vygotsky
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(1962), believed that word itieaning develops1686Xiilianctiona1
 
way from whole to part in a contex"^ embedded soci?il
 
environment:
 
In regard to meaning...the fiirst word of the Child is a
 
whole sentence. Semantically the child stcirts from
 
the whole, from a meaningful complex and onljp later
 
begins to master the separate semantic units^ the
 
meanings of words, and to divide his formerly
 
undifferentiated thoughts into those units (p. 126).
 
This is evident with second language learners! in
 
beginning writing. This early stage of writing is
 
exemplified by students representing words by fir t and last
 
sounds. Sonia, a native Greek speaker, wrote IW+IH to
 
represent "I went to my house" (Cambourne and Turbill, 1987,
 
p. 46). Goodman (1986) explains this occurrence iin early
 
stages of writing. He indicates that when we leai:n language
 
we are "first able to use whole utterances" and "qnly later
 
can we see the parts in the whole cind begin to exijeriment
 
with their relationships to each other and to the meaning of
 
the whole" p. 19). Goodman's thinking confirms Vygotsky's
 
belief, students learn from whole o part. Learn1ng small
 
pieces of information is more difficult than exposure to the
 
whole concept, and then understanding the pieces that make
 
up that whole.
 
Hispanic students who enter trie United State at high
 
school age have a broad range of academic and social
 
experiences. Their primary language has been developed;
 
theoretically, then, their primary language can be utilized
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 to acquire second language. Hakuta (1990) views illative
 
language proficiency as a strong ihdicator of second
 
language development. Snow and Hoefnagel^Hohle (.977)
 
suggest that older students are bet
ter second larnciuage
 
learners because they have achieved a higher level of
 
cognitive maturity in their first anguage.
 
As language is needed for academic success, CCummins
 
(1982) explains that cognitive acagemic language|>roficiency
 
(CALP) can be transferred from Spa]|iish to Englishi Hakuta
 
gives the example that "a child le r^ning about veil ocity in
 
Spanish should be able to transfer this knowledgei to English
 
without having to relearn the cone^ pts as long as the
 
IS available (19S0, p.7).
relevant vocabulary (in English) i

To communicate and to be undeij:stood are basic; universal
 
human needs. Language and cogniti<5:n are socially motivated.
 
Societies are made up of cultures hnd beliefs of these
 
cultures. Language and understanddng are ingrain€id in
 
culture. Language develops in cul^ u^res for autheiritic
 
purpose, interaction is necessary to use language
'•
 
Language's basic purpose is to communicate with o!I:hers.
 
Researchers have placed emphasis of shared Icnguage and
 
the development of thought and language. Vygotski'(1978)
 
stressed the importance of social interaction in ithe process
 
of learning. He questioned what ah individual accomplishes
 
on his or her own, compared to wha^^ one accomplisi::les with
 
the help of others. The distance between these two
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 accomplishments is what Vygotsky termed the "Zone of
 
Proximal Development (ZPD)." This zone was defirKad as, "the
 
distance between the actual develoioment level as determined
 
by independent problem solving and the level of pc>teintial
 
development as determined through ]problem solving under
 
adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers"
 
(Vygotsky 1978, p. 86). Expressed simply, the ZPD is the
 
interpersonal space where minds me^t and new understandings
 
arise through interaction and questioning (Cummirii;s 1989).
 
Moll points out that central to Vygotsky's notion of the ZPD
 
are "the specific ways that adults (or peers) soci.ally
 
mediate or interactionally create ([circumstances for
 
learning" (1989, Pg. 59).
 
Students internalize the help received by their
 
■ I 
teachers in a problem solving process, and eventus:illy are 
capable of using the knowledge they have learned t:o achieve 
independent success in future prob em solving situations 
(Moll & Diaz, 1985). Students rea<j:h independent a chievement 
through social discourse. 
Recognizing a student's level of skill (starting point 
of the zone of proximal developmen:) is fundaments1 to 
developing strategies for language minority students'(Diaz, 
Moll and Mehan, 1986). 
Freire (1970) explains that students are not "banks" 
into which teachers "deposit" know].edge, but learriing must
 
have a relationship to students' needs and intere ts. Smith
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(1983) indicates that people do nop learn when; 1) they
 
! i
 
■ . i ! 
already know the information, 2) ttiey don't understand the
 
' I
 
information, or 3) they don't want to take a risk,, i
 
Unfortunately, too often all these conditions exist in
 
secondary language development cla3S0S•
 
From the end of the 1800/s to the middle of bhej 1900's,
 
foreign languages were taught by ttie grammar^translation
 
method; students studied verbs, mejmorized lists, and
 
translated English to target langu^ge and vice versa!,
 
Little emphasis was put on the spo:ken language (Larsen-

Freeman, 1986). Audio-lingual mettiods were developed in
 
which structures were listened to and mastered thpouqh
 
constant repetitive drills. Both of these methods ajre part
 
to whole structures that proved unsuccessful. Actually,
 
' ' i ■ ■■ . ­
communication was a problem in rea1 situations. These
 
methods were teacher controlled, a:id students WerO "banks"
 
to be filled with no social intera
:;tion, or limited ^ t best.
 
Teachers often teach how they were taught. Foreign
 
Language and/or English teachers have often been given the
 
"chore" of teaching language development to studeihits| in high
 
; ! ■ 
schools. Often, these teachers have some knowledge bf new
 
techniques in language development
 practices due |:o fehe work
 
of Teachers of English to Speakers of other Language|S,
 
Incorporated (TESOL) and state evajLuation committees and
 
credentialihg governing boards. U:ifortunately, highj schbpls
 
require standardized tests. Standardized tests encourage
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educators to teach bits and pieces in ordet to pa s basic
 
skills tests. True literacy is no the emphasis, This
 
issue has the effect throughout th^ educational piocess in
 
the United States. The high schoo drop-out rate fot
 
language minority students is high nearly 45% fai-1 to
 
complete high school (Kollars, 198 )^. Traditiona]. mjsthods
 
are not working. The structure of instruction is fragmented
 
and disempowering (Crawford, 1989, Cummins, 1989, Flpres,
 
1982).
 
Instructional change is empha^ized by Diaz et al.
 
(1986). They contend that "Glassrpom practices not only
 
underestimate and constrain what cllildren display
 
intellectually, but distort explan t^ions of schoo]
 
performance." Through empirical s:udies of reading and
 
writing in a Mexican-American commiijinity of San Diego> a
 
context-specific approach was deve oped which includes: (a)
 
studying the cultural environment (bf the home, (bj relating
 
the home cultural learning environiilent of the home, and (c)
 
accurately assessing the child's cpgnitive develo|:meht and
 
establishing a:n appropriate zone of proximal development
 
(Shotthafer, 1992). Embedding leaijr:ning in authentic
 
community-based writing is the bas:|.s for writing eictivity in
 
these studies. Topics were developed which were df interest
 
and a concern of the students and 1:heir community, The
 
context of the lessons was organized and sensitive to
 
students' "zone of proximal develo{j»;ment." Culturallly
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relevant topics drew on students/ jpersonal experiences and
 
gave students an empowered voice, The emphasis of student
 
knowledge and strengths provide resources for impiroving
 
student's performance. Through th^se studies, Diaiz and Moll
 
concluded that:
 
to succeed in school one does not need a specrial
 
culture; we know now, thanks to ethnographic work, that
 
success and failure is in the social organizaition of
 
schooling, in the organizatioiji of the experic ncfe itself
 
(1987).
 
Moll continued studies of wor}:ing-class Hispanic
 
students in Arizona. He examined the instruction that these
 
students usually encounter. The escamination again showed
 
rote drill practice and intellectuctlly limited lesisons. The
 
curriculum is a low level structurci of complexity which
 
reflects students' perceived or tested levels of English
 
language fluency. The Hispanic st:udents are con idered "at
 
risk" with socially and intellectua,lly limiting famiiy
 
backgrounds or limitations in what has been descrlbed in
 
research as "funds of background ekperience".
 
The basis for this project was that the households of
 
i .
 
language minority and working class families are atn
 
; i.
 
important cognitive and social resource for educators. The
 
term, "Funds of Knowledge" is used for the "essenti]ial bodies
 
of knowledge and information that households use to survive,
 
to get ahead, or to thrive" (Moll, Greenberg, Velez-lbanez,
 
1990). The pfoject had three elements: analysis of the use
 
of funds of knowledge and skills within the community.
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creation of an after-school enviropment for exploji injg
 
! ■ 
1 
classroom practice, and observatio of classrooms an^l
 
t
 
analysis of changed teaching stratfegies. Re-oriei:itation of
 
teachers' instructional practices is necessary fm this
 
pedagogical implementation. Teachers' roles are !i•edjefined,
 
and as a consequence, what is expected of student changes
 
as well.
 
A paradigm shift is needed in the theoretica 
perspectives which have been used, Educators have 
underestimated the learning potent|Lai of minority language 
students. A shift from low level skills instruct .on to a 
"Higher Ground" is vital to these students' succe ;s. We 
must accelerate, not remediate, their education (Ijevin, 
'■ I 
1989). As Goldberg and Gallimore (1991) have stat;ed: 
"The prospect of reforming sclools depend on a better 
understanding of the interpla^ between reseai ch 
knowledge and locsl knowledge The more we J:now about 
the dynamics of this interpla;^, the more li)c«;ily it is 
that the research can have an effect on the ilature and 
effectiveness of schools (p. ) . 
Moll (1992) indicates that "p actical change can be 
socially arranged by using and developing the stxidents', 
teachers' and communities' socio-ciiltural resources, their 
funds of knowledge, in the service of change." 
A related perspective of learhing can be seen in the 
whole language movement based on r^search (Goodman/ 1989). 
It integrates the holistic, psycho]Logical research of Piaget 
and Vygotsky's social functional-liLnguistic research of 
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Micheal Halliday. It is a perspective about languagb and
 
language development, not an exacting method (htw.irgier,
 
Edelsky & Flores, 1989; K. S. Goodman, 1986).
 
"Whole language goes beyond tle simple delinisliation of a
 
series of teaching strategies to describe a shift in| the way
 
in which teachers think about and practice their li-irty (Rich,
 
1983, p. 165).
 
Whole language incorporates tle Vygotskian perspective
 
of whole to part teaching and learning. Students are not
 
expected to learn bits and pieces <jf isolated drillsi and
 
exercises. The activities are autlentic and intei:•active,
 
empowering learners to take ownerslip of learning (K.
 
Goodman, 1989, Edelsky & Smith, 1989). The whole language
 
approach includes reading aloud or telling stories
 
authentic writing, reading real literature, talking about
 
the process of reading and writing! and students iielping
 
each other (Watson & Crowley, 1988
 
Dewey's idea about startihg ii|istruction where: the
 
learner is, agrees with Vygotsky's beginning "zone of
 
I
 
proximal development" (Dewey & Bentley, 1949, Vygctsky,
 
1978). Recognizing differences amcpng learners' ciiItpre,
 
value systems, experiences, needs, interests, and language
 
validates the use of this approach for all learneis.:
 
Language minority students have muc{;h to gain from this
 
approach (K. Goodman, 1989).
 
K. Goodman and Y. Goodman (19 8) and many others
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provide and understand the reading process and hoT,/ it
 
develops. Graves (1975, 1981) and Britton (1987 cjleary
 
!
 
(1990), Unger (1986), Bettancourt and Phinney (I9j88)|, offer
 
i
 
complimentary observations of writtng. Whole lanejua^e
 
!
 
integrates this knowledge into a holistic approacli1 to
 
support and develop "true literacy" "We learn iiinguage
 
through language" (Halliday, 1984)
 
Whole language weaves current research into «an
 
empowering strategy for learning, Several researc:hers have
 
developed six principles that are applicable to scacond
 
language classes (Freeman and Free:man, 1992). :|
 
Whole Language Principles for Bilingual/Secoiiid Language
 
Learners:
 
1. Learning proceeds from whole to part,
 
2. Lessons should be learner centered becauiise learning
 
■ !is the active construction of the student. |
 
3. Lesson should have meaning and purpose tc)the
 
student now.	 I1
 
■	 I 
i 
4. Learning takes piace in meaningful inter action,
 
5. In a second language, oraL and written i<iingjaage are
 
acquired simultaneously.
 i
 
s.
 
r

6. Learning should take place in the first ILanguage to
 
build concepts and facilitate the of :iSngilish.
 
i
 
7. Learning potential is expanded through fjlith in the
 
learners. 
1 ■ 
whole language teachers of second language si udbnts do
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not see bilingualism as a deficit as implied by Chmmin? and
 
other proponents of bilingual education. It has been
 
proposed that students need to devielop their first: language
 
in order to develop cognitively. reeman and Freeman (1991)
 
have indicated that, "In the case ^ f Hispanics, ttie child,
 
the child's family, and the child' culture have
 
traditionally been blamed for the Lack of success in the
 
schools." This idea of deficit ha been the basis for
 
instructional models for Spanish-speaking students since the
 
beginning of the century.
 
Barbara Fibres (1993) has lisled "deficits" jin
 
chronological order that educators and the public have used
 
to explain failure of Hispanics in our schools,
 
1. 1920s Spanish speaking clildren were considered
 
mentally retarded due to language difficulty,
 
2. 1930s Bilingualism and ifcs effects upon the
 
reading aspects of language was considered a problem,
 
3. 1940s Because of their "language problem", Mexican
 
children should be segregated.
 
4. 1950S Schools must provi(jie for deficiencies by
 
providing "a rich and satisfying program."
 
5. 1960s The child's home ahd language were the
 
primary cause of school failure.
 
6. 1970s If bilingual children could switch, mix
 
their languages, it is an indication that they km::)w neither
 
well.
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7. 1980s Students arrive in school with social.
 
cognitive, arid linguistic deficits that need to bei remedied.
 
In order to empower Hispanic students, Moll'^s
 
' ' ' ■ ■ ■ ' ■ I
 
"community knowledge" model of implementing housetxold funds
 
of knowledge, coupled with whole language, proposelis an
 
■ ' i 
optimistic socially arranged pedagogy. Hispanic sstudents
 
are not without enriched backgrounds of knowledge, They
 
have knowledge banks that have not been tapped due tb
 
educators' inabilities to provide adequate avenuesi of
 
discourse. For Hispanic students, this problem h«LS existed
 
for almost a century, aS Barbara F!|.ores so clearly pbints
 
out.
 
In summary, the traditional "bart to whole" approaches
 
to teaching and learning are "logical but are not
 
psychological" (Freeman iSc Freeman :i992). Bits and pieces
 
are more difficult to learn separate from the whole context.
 
Language embedded in context is less cognitively demanding
 
than context reduced language. Cui-rently, traditlonal
 
methods of teaching are most commor|i in high schoo] language
 
acquisition classes.
 
I
 
Vygotsky's (1962, 1968) studies of the interactive
 
relationship of thought, oral and vrritten language, and
 
socio-cultural influences support Eitructures of education
 
that work from whole to part. It is important when looking
 
at ESL high school students' writings, to examine literature
 
pertaining to writers within this crroup,
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 Cleary (1990) examined the reasons for studentsf
 
disinterest and dislike for writin<j as they matured.
 
Several factors were identified that significantly
 
influenced older students' attitudes toward writiiig.
 
Students exhibit feelings of anxiety due to inability to
 
please the teacher. Lack of self confidence arises due to
 
inappropriate praising and criticism. Due to structured
 
grading of student work, writing b<icomes a chore, risk
 
taking becomes minimal, opportunity to discover, <iommunicate
 
I
 
one's feeling to an audience, or provide critical thinking
 
diminishes. Stimulation of adolesc:ents' sense of ef:ticacy 
. i ■ ^ in their world is the most critica]. factor motivat;ing
 
i
 
writing (Shotthafer 1992). The tecicher plays a great part
 
in the success of adolescent writirjig. A demonstr<:tidn of
 
!
 
sincere interest and encouragement is needed. A rusted
 
I
 
peer audience motivates and gives Confidence to ac:olCscent
 
writers. Unger (1986) has stated situdents exhibit|:ing the
 
greatest anxiety towards writing "cire most often the victims
 
i' • "
 
of a low teacher expectancy" (p. 3Ci). He stresses ttiat
 
y
 
"writing is communication". Lack of success in writ:^ng is
 
"infinitely more personal" than unsuccessful experiences in
 
other academic areas. The student who perceives tiiinself as
 
an unsuccessful writer receives thC message of being I an
 
j
 
"ineffective communicator". This feeling of inadequ4cy is
 
compounded for a second language learner.
 
Memos or letters sent to peerq or teacher carl be used
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to motivate writers in an unapprehensive manner, This
 
activity can be established on a biweekly or week]Ly i
 
J
 
schedule. This provides a means to communicate wjthbut fear
 
of evaluation (Unger 1986).
 
Bettancourt and Phinney (1988) found that underf­
graduate students possessed more negative attitudisas when
 
writing Spanish than when writing nglish. They indicated
 
that this was possibly due to rule-^governed inStniictlonal
 
practices of Spanish instructors who emphasized meichanics
 
more than content. TheSe studies concluded that process
 
orientated whole product instruction helps apprehension in
 
second language learners.
 
Daly et al. (1988) examined teachers componeiits;of
 
•'good writing", "bad writing", and "best writing assignment"
 
(p. 157). The study revealed that teachers appreli:tensive of
 j
 
writing focused on mechanics and structure. Teacl:ters with
 
I
 
little apprehension of writing focijised on student expression
 
and effort; and thought expression and content wei:e more
 
valuable than rules. These teachers also used activities
 
that were more creative and studen"^ developed, involving the
 
writing process.
 
Students need to feel the sen^e of empowerment that
 
self-initiated activities provide. indicates Hudsc•n (1988).
 
Students are more apt to gain the sense of ownership if
 
their writing topics are self initiated or selectsd.
 
Staton and Shuy (1988) argue that decontextualization
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of writing activities omit the natjiral language environment
 
for social interaction. School wrjlting often retards
 
mastery of communication skills.
 
Britton (1987) advocates student letter exchanges. He
 
reported that:
 
interpersonal communication developed quite ;i:•apidly in
 
these areas: (a) ability to initiate topics, (b)
 
replies to letters they recei Aed, (c) increasing
 
anticipation of their reader responses and
 
difficulties in responding, (d) use of conventional
 
formats of greetings and closing, (e) recapitulation of
 
signals that, by their cross i^eferencing, bring
 
coherence to their writing (p 9).
 
Vygotsky's theory that social interaction is requisite
 
to cognitive development is referrejd to by Daiute and Dalton
 
(1988). They maintain that collaborative writing
 
experiences provide a vehicle of opportunity to leam ways
 
in which the audience's opinion and understanding (or even
 
misunderstanding) may interact to j.nstill more pienning,
 
precise wording, and more considercition for the ai;idience.
 
Students' writings improved wtien students were engaged
 
in these types of verbal communication: (a) "talklng to
 
suggest alternatives", (b) "monitoring and clarifying form,"
 
(c) "evaluating, explaining, and nesgotiating," (d)
 
"...expressing rhetorical value," 4rid (e) "explaining and
 
checking facts" (p. 262)
 
Writing develops when student^ realize that writing is
 
meaningful and has an immediate purpose. Teacher who want
 
students to value writing and reach higher develoi:ment in
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the process of writing must attend to its social function
 
and provide meaningful student centered activities. Whole
 
language approaches weave current research into ai
 
empowering strategy for learning, yhich can be used to
 
develop the process of writing for secondary ESL students.
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PROJECT DESIGN AND ]«ETHODOLOGY
 
Design
 
Hispanie students who enter tie united States^ at high 
school age have a broad range of apademic and social 
experiences. Their primary langua e^ has been deyeloped; 
theoretically, then, their primary language can bt» utilized 
to acquire second language. This foundation in t le primary 
language gives these students a high potential for success. 
Unfortunately, studies have shown that 45% of His)anic high 
school students fail to graduate (■collars, 1988) . 
High school proficiehcy tests demand the use of writing 
and critical thinking skills. Thefee are areas in which 
minority language students lag behiLnd their mains cream 
peers. They cannot graduate without successfully passing 
these proficiency tests. Traditional methods of emediation 
which are commonly used in high sclools to "bring up low-
levels of literacy" are not working Students st 
-11 remain 
at very low reading and writing le /els. 
Hispanic newcomers who enter ligh schools are the most 
disadvantaged. Speaking, reading and writing ski -Is must be 
learned within a short amount of trme in order to be 
competitive with the mainstream sti|ident in the jql) market or 
for further education. The possibility of gradualcion or 
passing necessary proficiency tests is low. Trad: tional ESL 
methods are not meeting the reading and writing needs of 
newcomer students. Alternative pfedagogy is needed. 
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with the need for pedagologicial change in sec iondary esl 
teaching methodology in mind, the general purpose of this 
project was to: (a) examine methods of writing i/hich 
motivate writing of "at risk" Hispanic ESL studerizs; (b) 
develop writing through a "whole context approach rather 
than through rote "bits and pieces'• methodologies (c) 
incorporate the use of Funds of Knowledge to validate 
students' culture and purpose, for reading and wr.ting was 
also examined as a choice of pedagpgy. 
Subjects and Setting
 
Fourteen fluent Spanish speak(brs were the sul)jects for
 
focus of this study. The group was predominately Mexican,
 
with one Columbian student and one Salvadorian sti,■ident. 
Students were equally mixed in gender with an average age of 
sixteen. All subjects were members of a newcomers ESL I 
class. Most of the students worked outside the home while 
attending school. Their academic background and motivation 
varied greatly. Two out of fourte<5n students lived in a 
traditional two parent household, Six lived with older 
siblings or relatives without their parents. Ano :her six 
students lived in single parent households; five ived with 
their mother, one with her father Other family members or 
friends were usually sharing expenses. Five out of fourteen 
students had permanent legal residency status. None of 
these students had traveled back tp Mexico due to financial 
hardship. Few had traveled out of a twenty-mile iadius from 
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school since their arrival in the Jnited States.
 
The following table gives insLght into the siibjects
 
prior educational backgrounds and the educational background
 
and occupations of their parents. See Table 1.
 
The educational profile includes six columns The
 
column labeled "Years in Primaria" indicates the humber of
 
years completed in elementary school outside of the United
 
States. All students in the study completed elemsintary
 
school.
 
The column labeled "Years in iecondaria" indicates the
 
number of years of education completed following c lementary
 
school outside of the United States. Students' education
 
beyond elementary school varied from zero to three years.
 
The parents highest level of education outsice of the
 
United States is listed in the appropriate column It is
 
interesting to note that all students included in the study
 
have completed as many years of edvication or more than their
 
less
most educated parent. Only two stvidents complete(|
 
years of education than their parents.
 
A column which included parent;s' occupations ]indicated
 
all parents work in service relatecl jobs. Most occupations
 
listed are seasonal jobs in the ar4a where the study was
 
conducted.
 
Spanish Assessment of Basic Education (SABE) scores are
 
listed. The highest score attainatle is ICQ percentile.
 
This test assesses basic educationa1 achievement ijn Spanish.
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TABLE 1
 
STUDENT PROFILES
 
STUDENT YEARS IN YEARS IN PARENTS HIGHEST OCCUPATION SABE IPT 
PRIMARIA SECONDARIA LEVEL OF EDUC. OF PARENTS 
OUTSIDE THE U.S. 
1. Stella 6 3 11 Gardening 74% 0 
2. Miguel 6 2 9 Office/Factory 59% 0 
3. Juan 6 3 9 Construction 45% 0 
4. Jose 6 3 9 Cook 58% 0 
5. Pablo 6 3 6 49% 0 
6. Noe 6 3 6 Rural Worker — 0 
7. Lili 6 1 6^ - J^actory/Restn.——42% —0­
8. Roberto 6 3 6 Construction 52% 0 
9. Aide 6 2 6 Hotel 54% 0 
10. Fabiola 6 2 6 Hotel/Rural 72% 0 
11. Armando 6 0 0 43% 0 
"iZTTinma 6 1 6 Hotel 41% 0 
13. Mauro 6 0 0 Construction 58% 0 
14. Yamelit 6 0 6 53% 0 
Idea Proficienty Test (IPT) scores are listeti. This
 
test is an oral proficiency test i English. The IPT is
 
scored on a scale of zero to fiye. Zero indicat111'g non-

English speaking; five indicating fluent English speaking.
 
Testing was administered eigh b months prior 1:o the
 
final results of this study. It i important to ilote that
 
the IPT only indicates oral Englis:1 proficiency.
 
Subjects attended a high schojD1 with a stude it
 
population of 1068. Students were from working c Lass and
 
government assisted families. The racial makeup i)f the
 
school included 62% Hispanic, 32. Anglo, 5% Afr Leah
 
American, and .05% Asian.
 
Ten percent of the Hispanic pppulation were
 
enrolled in language development cLasses for two )5-minute
 
periods a day. Sheltered content area classes inc:luded
 
Basic Math, Math TeCh, Algebra, Geometry. Health/]]):river's
 
Ed., Science, History and Physical Education. Ame rican
 
History and Art were offered in Spanish. ^ilinguil aides
 
were provided for all language development claSsei and
 
sheltered classes. The head of the2 Counseling De jartment
 
maintained all language developmen students in h:ir student
 
load. She is of Mexican-American descent and was both
 
sympathetic and aware of language development stui:lent/s
 
needs. Appropriate placement and i30Unseling were* secured
 
through her unconditional consideratidn and conce n.
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Prior to the second semester study, most students had
 
been exposed to a 1,000 English word yocabulary li.st.
 
Writing and reading had been introduced simultanepusly with
 
oral language development. A wholp language approach to
 
second language learning had been iised the first semester
 
incorporating primary language witlji the acquisitipn of
 
secondary language.
 
Obiectives
 
This project analyzes the impact of a whole language
 
approach in the development of writing with newcoiiier ESL
 
students. The two main objectives Were (a) incoii:
 
of the "Seven Whole Language Principles for Bilincual
 
Learners" in a secondary classroom and (b) incor]::oration of
 
a "Funds of Knowledge" writing unit emphasizing ® cial and
 
cultural aspects for learning.
 
To accomplish these objective^ three writing related
 
activities have been developed. They are: (a) st udent
 
letter exchange; (b) writing and iJ.lustrating a bo,ok; and
 
(c) student research of Medical Funds of Knowledge^
 
Data and Collection of Data
 
The data needed to analyze th^ results of thei
 
objectives stated include samples of (a) student I etter
 
exchange, (b) book writing project, (c) Funds of I< nowledge
 
thematic unit results of folk medicine remedies ir a
 
collaborative writing project, (d) student respons es to each
 
project based on a questionnaire, cind (e) student test
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scores on a Spanish Assessment of Basic Education (SABE), a
 
standard achievement test in Spanish, and Idea Proficiency
 
Test (IPT), an Oral proficiency test in English, r.tudent's
 
prior education, and parent's education and occupcitions.
 
Students' work was collected and placed in pdrtfolios.
 
Each of the activities were responded to by the students
 
using a teacher developed questionnaire, which was
 
distributed by a colleague. The q\iestionnaires were placed
 
in portfolios. Test scores and IPT scores were olltained
 
from student cumulative files. Students' educational
 
backgrounds were also attained from cumulative files.
 
i ll ■ 
Parents' educational backgrounds and occupations were
 
obtained in person from parents at Open House. Permission
 
was given to include this data fronji parents
 
Activities
 
Student letter exchange
 
Procedures
 
1. Students were provided with a careful and detailed
 
explanation of the letter exchange, This explanatIon
 
informed students that they would te writing to an unknown
 
person in an ESL II class. In order to participate in the
 
activity, students were asked to commit to writing two
 
letters a week. All letters were kept in individual spiral
 
notebooks that were delivered every other day.
 
2. Friendly letter format was introduced, in|i
|Gluding:
 
a. Date placement, date sequence day,
(month;I 
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year)
 
b. Greeting placement (sjiggestions, Dear, Hi,
 
Hello....)
 
c. Placement of the body of the letter
 
d. Suggestions for the body
 
e. Closing and Signature (suggestion; rom.
 
Respectfully Yours, From, etc.)
 
f. Correct punctuation aijid capitalizatic
 
presented, pra:cticed, and reviewed
 
>n was
 
g. Actual layout (paragraph form, skipping spaces.
 
indentation) was modeled and revie\/ed.
 
3. Teacher modeled the writing of a friendl]|r letter,
 
using mapping. The mapping techniciue is illustrateed in
 
Figure 2.
 
4. A specified minimum length of one paragr^ph, no
 
less than seven sentences, was expected.
 
5. Emphasis was on the impor1:ance of comprel)ensible
 
communication. Formal correctness of vocabulary. spelling
 
and sentence structure was de-emph^sized. Writing for
 
pleasure was stressed.
 
6. Co-operative groups of thij-ee were organized to
 
facilitate the writing and editing process.
 
7. Students were instructed to write even if they were
 
not answered due to absences. The^ were encouraged to write
 
about how they felt about not beincf answered.
 
The purpose of this activity vas to provide an
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FIGURE 2
 
Mapping Tech:nique of Writing a Fribndly Letter.
 
What I look like
 
How c>ld I am
 
ME
 
What I like to do
 
You?
 
Where I come from
 
Ask questions
 
Directions: .:
 
Tell enough about yourself to be interesting but not
 
too much so. Try to pretend you ai-e meeting at a
 
think of the kinds of questions yovi ask When tryirg to get
 
to know someone.
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authentic purpose for writing. According to research,
 
written language supports the devejLopment of oral language.
 
This activity provided an avenue fbr risk taking in writing.
 
Meaningful social interaction was achieved through student
 
exchanges of communication. The si:udent letter e change
 
provided development of language acquisition usirK: all seven
 
of the Whole language principals tljirough listenind
 
speaking, reading, and writing.
 
Book Writing and Illustration
 
Students had listened to and iread various chiIdren's
 
folk tales. Collaborative books had been written Setting,
 
characters, sequence, plot, and endings had been
 
consistently discussed. Previewing of literature had been
 
delivered in Spanish. Oral and individual reading had been
 
implemented in English.
 
The writing process had been presented in prior lessons
 
using this format.
 
Procedures
 
1. Pre-writing
 
Students developed vocabulary and languace. They
 
generated ideas (mapping, clustering).
 
2. Composing
 
An idea from pre-writing v|as developed aiid given
 
form. The composing process was oi[al or transcribed by
 
others in English or Spanish.
 
3. Sharing
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Students shared work with a partner or g;i:•cup.
 
Responses were positive and constrijiGtive.
 
4. 	Revising
 
Students added, deleted, ^ nd re-arranged work based
 
on responses or idea changes.
 
5. 	Editing
 
Students corrected errors
 
Objective
 
Students will write and illustrate a five to eight page
 
illustrated book. The book will be read to seconci grade ESL
 
students in a feeder elementary scljiooli
 
Assignment Guidelines
 
1. 	Five principles of the writing process were used.
 
2. Students pre-wrote, composed, and shared in the
 
language of choice.
 
3. Students worked in groups of two or threes Student
 
partners were student chosen.
 
4. Dictionaries, personal glossaries, and both teacher
 
and aide were available for help.
 
5. 	Proper sequencing was reqiiired.
 
6. 	Writing for a second grades audience was emphasized.
 
7. Illustrations consistent vdth the story Were
 
expected.
 
8. 	Characters and setting development were 0
 
9. High school monolingual examples of the ame
 
project were read and presented by ninth, tenth, and
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 eleventh grade peers.
 
10. Teacher written and illustrated book was presented.
 
11. Teacher presentation inclxided original pie-writing
 
and mapping techniques used for th^ example.
 
12. Questions were developed.
 
a. Where does the story 1j:ake place (citj, country.
 
forest, space)?
 
b. Who are the main characters (people, animals.
 
monsters, etc.)?
 
c. What was the plot?
 
d. What happened in the end?
 
e. Is your story an adventure, romance dr based on
 
history?
 
f. Will characters talk c^r will you explain what
 
happened?
 
Directions For Book Writing
 
"Don't limit your story to simple vocabulary Your
 
idea and personal way of explaining the story is 1mportant.
 
Help will be given to attain the resuits you Want
 
The purpose of this activity was to develop a
 
culminating activity in folk tales to include all the
 
elements of literature which the students had been exposed
 
to, such as setting, character, and dialog; and to give
 
students an opportunity to use their creative gift,s in an
 
unthreatening way. After reading foik tales, students wrote
 
original folk tales. Working in collaborative learning
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groups, students revised, edited, illustrated, and published
 
books to be read to second grade elementary language
 
minority students.
 
Medical Funds of Knowledge
 
This activity was based ori the premise that every
 
family has "funds of knowledge." These funds are valued
 
resources in any culture, yet litt]Le emphasis is mt on this
 
endless resource in the structure of schools. Mo .1 (1990)
 
challenged the commonly held view of Latino and o:her
 
working-class households as somehoir lacking knowlsidge or
 
intellectual vitality. The purpose of this activ ty was to
 
demonstrate students' prior knowledi[ge and to deve].op a
 
student centered activity using the seven whole language
 
principles in a medical unit consti"ucted and rese<irched by
 
students. Using a similar unit of medical resoUrc:es as used
 
in Moll's study, the teacher cohstructed the grouiid Work for
 
a unit incorporating a whole languaige approach. Emphasis
 
was put on student centeredness ang voice. The aoitivity was
 
a collaborative activity.
 
Procedures
 
1. A class discussion was opened posing the questions.
 
"What is Medicine?," "What is it used for?," "Write any
 
responses, student voice is import4:nt". Emphasis was put on
 
risk taking. All answers that camg to mind regarc ing
 
medicine were valid. Mapping on the board was us« d to
 
document answers.
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2. Two student secretaries wrote information on a
 
large piece of butcher paper for future use.
 
3. Responses in English or Spanish were accepted.
 
4. Students were grouped co-<bperatively and i asked to
 
place responses into two main categories: Contemporary
 
Medicine and Folk Medicine.
 
5. Students were then given sub-categories for each
 
main category. These words were translated if necessary.
 
Contemporary Medicine
 
a. Drugs
 
b. First aid procedures
 
c. Medical Systems
 
d. Midwifery
 
Folk Medicine
 
a. Folk veterinary medicine
 
b. Folk cures
 
c. Herbal knowledge
 
d. Diagnostics
 
Brainstorming within co-operat:ive groups to fill in
 
gaps of sub-categories was assignecl.
 
6. Students were informed that they would be
 
completing a project based on medicdne. The importance of
 
obtaining all the information pertaining to this category
 
was explained. "Think about what you know personally from
 
your life experiences, and ask all your family what they
 
know, and how they know this information."
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 7. Students were given one week to gather information
 
They were not to use references otler than family and
 
friends or school mates at this point. The purpo!ise was to
 
establish what was collectively known through personal
 
experiences, and information supplfLed from family or
 
community members.
 
8. Students had difficulty acquiring the information

needed. This will be discussed in results of thejproject.
 
9. In order to continue the Activity, studehts were
 
asked what category or sub-categorV was most repx'esentative
 
of personal knowledge and experience. Co-operative groups
 
' ■ ■ . 1 . ' . , 
were formed in order to decide which of the categories or
 
subcategories would be chosen.
 
10. All groups voted and agre<id, "Folk Cures"' remedies
 
would be used for research purposes.
 
11. Mapping strategies were again used to develop
 
possibilities of research of research. See Figure;: 3.
 
12. Students decided, after much discussion, that a
 
book of remedies would be developed collaboratively­
13. TWO Mexican-American teactiers were invitdi"d to
 
discuss their experiences with folk medicine.
 
14. Through student discussioiji, students deci*ded more
 
was needed to complete this unit.
 
15. Information about AIDS and contraception
 was
 
needed. (The way this decision was arrived at, wi 1 be
 
stated in results.)
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FIGURE 3
 
Mapping Technique of Developing Poksibilities of Research.
 
Indian 
Origins Spells 
Uses 
Brujas 
Good Supeifstition 
Bad 
REMEDIOS 
Herbal 
Cures 
Examples 
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16. A bilingual county presenter on AIDS and
 
contraception was invited.
 
17. Students wrote "remedios" individually alid compiled
 
a class book.
 
18. Typing and editing was sttdent based.
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RESULTS
 
As was noted previously, the (jeneral purpose of this
 
project was to (a) examine methods of writing whic;h motivate
 
"at risk" Hispanic ESL students, (b) develop writ|.ng through
 
a "whole context approach" rather jbhan through ro1:e "bits
 
and pieces" methodologies, and (c) examine the use of "Funds
 
of Knowledge" as a vehicle for the development of writing
 
ability.
 
SCORING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
 
Each activity was analyzed using a holistic grading
 
process. Three experienced scorers were used. If scorers
 
disagreed, the papers were rescored. Each piece 6f writing
 
was assigned a score between 1 and 4. A score of
 
indicated the lowest level of writing proficiency Students
 
who displayed this score consistently were considcred ESL I
 
writing proficient students. Scores increase as writing
 
proficiency increases. A score of 4 indicates nattive-like
 
fluency in English grammar, vocabulary, and over-a11 writing
 
competency. The writing proficiencjy scores directly related
 
to the placement of students in appropriate ESL classes.
 
See Table 2 for detailed scoring cifiteria. Included in the
 
appendix are examples of students' work, which have been
 
scored using the rubic in Table 2.
 
Results were obtained using tl^is process of coring for
 
each of the three activities:
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TABLE 2
 
SGORiNG CRITERIA FOR WRITING PRbFICIENCY
 
MEANING
 
A. 
Grammar,
 
Sentence
 
Structure,
 
Punctuation
 
4^­
dN
 
B.	 
Quality of
 
Expression
 
C. 	Content
 
SCORE OF ONE
 
ESIj IV J;.' >
 
Severe grammar
 
p rob 1 e m s
 
interfere greatly
 
with the message;
 
reader can't
 
understand what
 
the Writer Was
 
trying to say;
 
uninte11igib1e
 
B en t e n c e
 
struet u r e;
 
obvibus capitals
 
missing; no
 
margins.
 
Inappropriate use
 
of vocabulary; no
 
COnce pt of
 
register of
 
sentence variety
 
No apparent
 
0— t -3^
 
consider the
 
topic or genre^
 
SCORE OF TWO
 
ESLII
 
Ideas are getting
 
through to
 
reader, but
 
grammar problems
 
are apparent and
 
have a negative
 
e f feet o li
 
communicatioh;
 
run-on sentences
 
or fragments
 
present. Uses
 
general writing
 
conventions but
 
has errors;
 
pu n ctuation
 
errors interfere
 
with ideas;
 
spelling problems
 
exist.
 
Some vocabulary
 
misused; lacks
 
awareness of
 
register; may be
 
too wordy.
 
Development of
 
c o m p 1 e t e ;
 
paragraphs aren't
 
divided exactly
 
right.
 
SCORE OF THREE
 
ESL III
 
A d V a need
 
proficiency in
 
English grammar;
 
some problems
 
don't influence
 
communication,
 
aIthough the
 
reader is aware
 
of them;^^ ^ ^ ^ jh^
 
fragments or run-

on sentences.
 
Some problems
 
with writing
 
conventions or
 
punctuation;
 
o c c a s ion a 1
 
spelling errors;
 
1eft margin
 
neat and legible.
 
Attempts variety;
 
good vocabulary;
 
not wordy;
 
register ok;
 
style is fairly
 
concise*
 
-Tdeas' ' could -' ■be'­
Ti o r e . f u11y 
developed. Some 
ex t r an e o u s 
mat eria1 is 
present. 
SCORE OF FOUR 
ESL 	IV 
N a tiV e -1ik e 
f 1uehey in 
English grammar; 
correct use of 
relative clauses; 
pr e p OSition, 
modaIs, articles, 
verb forms, and„ 
tense sequencing; 
no fragments or 
run-on sentences. 
Correct use of 
Engiish writing 
conventions; left 
a n d r ig h t 
margr ihis; a11 
needed capitals; 
pa ragr a p h s 
-i n d e n t e d ; 
punctuation and 
spelling. 
P r e c i s e 
voc^ulary usage; 
use of parallel 
St rue t u r e s ; 
concise; register
good. 
addressee 
~the as s igned 
topic; the ideas 
are concrete and 
t h o r o u g h 1y
 
developed; no
 
e X t r a n e o u s
 
material; paper
 
reflects thought.
 
1. Letter Exchange
 
2. Book Writing and Illustrajtion
 
3. Medical Funds of Knowledge - Remedies.
 
Each of the fourteen student's Writings were
 
evaluated by three teachers who hag scored ESL amil
 
mainstream students' wotk annually All three scorers had
 
scored for three years, using the ^ ame criteria, jbrior to
 
scoring for this project.
 
1. Student Letter Exchange Results
 
ESL I subjects exchanged I.etters with ESI. II
 
students (who were not subjects) over nine weeks. ! Three
 
letters and responses were pulled from participati
ng
 
students' letter exchange notebooks; February, fiist letter
 
written, April, middle letter writt:en, and June, l|
he final
 
letter written. It must be noted that all fourteen ESL I
 
students participated in the lettei' writing exchange
 
consistently. If a student was abE;ent, the letter was
 
written when the student returned, The letters were
 
exchanged bi-weekly. Eighteen lettjers were exchariged. See
 
Table 3.
 
Of the ESL I students, 78.6% Progressed one 1evel of
 
writing proficiency, 14.3% of the sjtudents made no progress,
 
and 7.1% of the students regressed.
 
A comparison was made with the results gained in ESL I
 
to the results gained with a group of ESL II studeats who
 
were exchanging letters with the ESL I students. It is
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TABLE 3
 
HOLISTIC SCORES FOR ESL I SUBJECTS
 
STUDENT	 1st Letter 2nd Letter si: d Letter
 
FEE APRIL jiFNE
 
Pablo	 0 1 1
 
Armando	 0 2 2
 
Juan	 1 2 2
 
Miguel	 1 2, , 2
 
Yamelit	 1 2 2
1
 
Mauro	 1 2 2
 
Emma	 2 3
1
 
Lili	 1 2 2
 
Noe	 2 2 2
 
Stella	 2 3 3.
 
Aide	 2 2 2
 
Jose	 1 1 2
 
Fabiola	 2 2 3
 
Roberto	 1 1: ■■ ■ 2 
MEAN AVERAGE SCORE 1.21 1.86 2.07
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important to note that the ESL II students did not: write
 
books or participate in a "Funds oi Knowledge" pr ject
 
during the period of time in which letters were ejchanged.
 
The only writing completed by ESL 11 students, aside from
 
letters, were four teacher directeci short essays. See Table
 
4.
 
Of the ESL II students, 14.3% progressed one level,
 
71.4% made no progress, and 14.3% ifegressed.
 
2. Book Writing Results
 
Book writing and remedies were: scored using the same
 
criteria as the letters. Essays written by the E L II
 
students who wrote to the ESL I students were used as a
 
comparison. The essays were pulled from the ESL ]
 
students' portfolios. The same assignment was chosen for
 
each of the letter exchange participants and cbmpared to the
 
students to whom they wrote. All three of these activities
 
were completed within the same month.
 
The average writing proficiency level of ESL I students
 
who participated in the Book Writing and Illustration
 
activity averaged a writing prpficiency level of 2.1.
 
The average writing proficiency level of the ESL I
 
students who participated in the "M
edical Funds of
 
Knowledge" activity averaged a 2^4 writing proficiency
 
level.
 
3. Medical Funds Of Knowledge Results
 
636XESL II students averageda proficiency level of
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 Table 4
 
HOLISTIC SCORES FOR ESL II STUDENT;S
 
STUDENT 1st Letter 2nd Letter 33I'd Letter
 
FEE APRIL JlmE
 
j
 
Pablo's partner 3 ■ 3 3 
Armando's Partner 2 2 2 
Juan's Partner 3 2 2 
Miguel's Partner 2 2 
Yamelit's Partner 3 3 3 
Mauro's Partner ■ 2 2 2 
Emma's Partner 2 2 3 
Lili's Partner 
Noe's Partner 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
, 1 
3 
2 
Stella's Partner "3 ■ 2 3 
Aide's Partner ^2 ■ 2 
Jose's Partner 3 3 3 
Fabiola's Partner 2 2 3 
Roberto's Partner 3 3 2 
MEAN AVERAGE SCORE 2.5 2.29 2.5
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 2.4 on their essays. This writing proficiency level is the 
■■ ■ ' ! 
same as the ESL I students average of writing proficiency On 
the "Medical Funds of Knowledge" activity. 
The results indicate that ESL I students scoot:•ed highest 
on the "Medical Funds of Knowledge' activity at an average 
of 2.4 writing proficiency level. ESL I students who 
participated in a whole language btok writing activity and 
"Funds of Knowledge" activity betwiseh the time pe;riod of 
their middle and last letter exchange assignment scored 2.07 
averaged writing proficiency score, compared to cin ESL II 
average letter writing score of 2.5. The difference between 
these groups was very small. The ESL II students were 
taught using traditional ESL techniques excluding whole 
language or student centered activities similar to "Funds of
 
Knowledge". Essay writing was the comparison useJl. See
 
Table 5.
 
ESL II essays, compared to "Funds of Knowledge"
 
activity, showed only a .1 higher proficiency level score,
 
ESL II essays, compared to book writirig of ESL I students,
 
only showed a .3 higher writing proficiency level.
 
With these results, it can be concluded that
 
pedagological choices, such as whole language and "Funds of
 
Knowledge" activities, can produce higher rates of writing
 
proficiency results with beginning second language writers.
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TABLE 5 
BOOK WRITING, ILLUSTRATION, AND REMEDIES 
STUDENT ESL I ESL I m 1 !iSL ■ II 
1 
BOOK REMEDIES iilSAY 
Pablo 1025X 1 1 3 
Armando 
, . - ■ 2 .. : 2' 2 
Juan 2 2 2 
Miguel 2 2 2 
Yamelit 2 ' ' 2 3 
Mauro 2 ■ 3 2 
Emma ■ . 2 3 3 
Lili 2 3 3 
Noe 2 3 2 
Stella 3 3 3 
Aide 3 3 3 
Jose 2 3 2 
Fabiola 2 3 2 
Roberto 2 1 2 
MEAN AVERAGE SCORE 2.1 2.4 2.4 
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CONCLUSIOH
 
The results of this project indicate that ho].istic
 
approaches that incorporate funds pf knowledge improved
 
writing of ESL students. The data supported the expected
 
results which (a) examined methods of writing whioh
 
motivated "at risk" students, (b) developed writing through
j ■ • 
a "whole context approach" rather than through "bits and
 
pieces" methodologies, and (c) examined the use o:f "Funds of
 
Knowledge" as a choice of pedagogy Each activity is
 
discussed separately in order to elaborate on the diversity
 
of the writing activities which have been presented.
 
Student Writing Exchange
 
This activity proved to be successful in pr ducing
 
higher levels of writing proficiericy in beginning second
 
language acguirers. 78.6% of the fourteen subjects in ESL I
 
progressed at least one level of vfriting proficiency over a
 
nine week period.
 
Students' progress can b® attributed to the fact that
 
all students were motivated to write letters to peers that
 
they would potentially meet. They realized this activity
 
was student centered and the only reguirement to participate
 
was a commitment to continue writing bi-weekly to their
 
unknown partner. ESL I students lad little contact with ESL
 
II students. ESL I students wanted to meet new Irriends. An
 
authentic purpose for writing was established.
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In Vygotslcy's 1968 discussion of complexity of written
 
speech, it is explained that the Icick of iitunediacii of
 
response, lack of an interlocutor, and the inability of the
 
writers to know when or if they will be heard or understood,
 
are some of the factors that make written speech inore
 
abstract and more difficult to master. With letter exchange
 
partners, although an immediate response is not available,
 
an interlocutor was waiting to res[pond, so students knew
 
they had an audience. They were he ard and received a
 
response. The first guestion I Was  asked when students
 
entered my classroom was, "Did we get our answers back?"
 
Students' excitement and interest in responding to
 
their letter exchange partners laslted the entire nine weeks.
 
Friendship and romances developed, Because all students
 
involved in the letter exchange wesre in the same school, all
 
of the students met one another at some point during the
 
project. These meetings were self-initiated through letter
 
communication.
 
Research also shows that the preferred audience of
 
adolescents is more likely to be irheir peers. This provided
 
an "adult-like" reason to write and fulfilled students'
 
basic needs of communication, sharing, and confiding.
 
Students were delighted in tthe fact that they were able
 
to understand ESL II students' wri tings. The fact that
 
their partners were students in tthe school motivated better
 
writing. They knew there was a p(pssibility of miseting their
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writing partners. They did not want to •'stupid".
 
Often, students helped each other. I was constantly
 
questioned about word usage and sentence structure. They
 
checked for understanding and often edited, although this
 
process was not required. The letter exchange was chosen as
 
a vehicle for risk taking, which other forms of writing do
 
not often provide. It was interesting to observe students
 
using the writing process naturallijy when they were not
 
required to.
 
When students were polled, 71|,
.4% of the fourteen
 
students liked the letter exchange best of all wrJiting
 
assignments implemented throughout the year. 57,1% of the
 
fourteen students felt they learneid the most frori letter
 
writing.
 
It is important to note that ESL II students , who had
 
not participated in the project, did riot gain wriiting
 
proficiency. This strongly suggests that second language
 
acquirers who have higher levels of communicatiori skills do
 
not benefit from letter exchanges In order to develop
 
higher levels of writing proficiency, more critical thinking
 
skills and more developed topics are necessary. Possibly
 
the fact that ESL II writers were not challenged by the
 
level of writing that they were responding to, may have
 
caused no growth. Eighty-five percent of the ESL II
 
students responded that they likejd the letter exchange,
 
Forty-two percent responded that they learned more from
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I 
letter writing than from essay writ:ing. ESL II students
 
■ ■ • ■ . ' ■ ' ' ■ . ■ 
t . ' '
 
reported difficulty in understandii|ig letters in the
 
beginning of the project, but they enjoyed writing to ESL I
 
students, who were beginners, because they understood their
 
writing problems. ESL II students were able to decipher the
 
mistakes. They corrected mistakes by asking students to
 
"explain that again," or "I did not understand ail of what
 
you said last week about the dance, but that is o!cay."
 
These types of entries promoted clarity in writing for their
 
less proficient partners.
 
If ESL I students had written[ to mainstream English
 
proficient students, there is the possibility tha.|t
 
mainstream students would not hav4 had the same
 
understanding of the problems of beginning languc|ge
 
proficient students. The activity could have prdved more
 
intimidating and less effectiyei
 
Medical Funds of Knowledge Remedifes
 
The purpose of this activity was to use students/ prior 
knowledge; "Funds of Knowledge" (4oll, 1990) to develop a 
■ ■ V-- . 1 
I .
 
student centered activity using wliole language principles in
 
a medical unit constructed and researched by students,
 
Of all the activities used in this study with ESL I
 
subjects. Medical Funds of Knowledge Remedies scored the
 
highest with a writing proficiency mean of 2.4. This
 
activity was student centered, orly the topic of] medicine
 
was teacher directed. Students x^ere provided with a list of
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possible choices. Other ideas weres welcomed. Within co
 
operative groups students arrived <it "remedios" as a choice
 
for this project. Little teacher direction was ni=!eded.
 
Students decided to write a class book of home remedies.
 
Each student provided as many remedies as possible. At
 
least one per student was required All students provided
 
two remedies, five students provided more.
 
Students had difficulty acquiiring remedies from family
 
members. It is important to note that beginning Hispanic
 
ESL students in the area in which this study was performed
 
often come to the United States wijthout their parlents. They
 
are new immigrants and have few rqdatives in the |united
 
States. The students were unable to tap their families'
 
cultural "Funds of Knowledge" as (described in MolI's (1992)
 
studies. My students used their <jwn resources, their own
 
experiences, and memories. Parents and family played a
 
small part in this activity. |
 
Students reported distaste fj:Dr the project initially,
 
They felt it was unimportant and stupid." One student
 
commented, and many agreed, "We djid not come to the United
 
States to study English so we cou]Id talk about tltiings that
 
our grandmothers sit around tellijing us, we already know
 
this." Although the project was student centered, it was
 
required. Students agreed to finish the book because it was
 
"easy." Groups agreed to extend the project intio "relevant"
 
areas of knowledge of which they had no ''Funds of
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Knowledge." Information about AIDS and contraception was
 
needed. Remedies did not include this knowledge, All
 
students agreed speakers were needesd to obtain thajs
 
information.
 
Thirty-five percent of the stijidents liked this project
 
the most. None of the students they learned j the most
 
from the writing of remedies. Ninety percent of :he
 
students felt the speakers provide:d significant information
 
that was relevant.
 
Although students felt they 1«earned little i1 reading.
 
writing, or speaking through the "]Funds of Knowledge"
 
activity, writing proficiency scorfes show the students
 
- • ■ j ■ . 
■ i ■performed the highest in this activity. j
 
These results were interesting. I have conc^luded that
 
my students were working within their comfort zoije. They
 
were confident about the topic. Prior knowledge was evident
 
and unchallenged. The activity was student centcired.
 
Students also used typewriters to produce their finished
 
product. Students edited each otiher's work after it was
 
typed; many remedies were retyped error free. I arrived at
 
the realization, after reviewing the results, tliat my
 
students were working in their "zj<one of proximal
 
development" at that point in time. Scores were high
 
because students were able to produce close to English
 
proficient products. Due to the recipe style of genre used,
 
few errors were evident. All reijaedies were comprehensible
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in this step by step sequential sty]le of writing.
 
Book Writing and Illustration
 
Students' mean scores of this activity were .1. By
 
comparing this literature-based activity to an actjivity
 
based on student's prior cultural knowledge, one would
 
conclude that more writing proficiency can be gairjied from
 
either activity.
 
This conclusion is valid baseld on this study; however,
 
my personal observation of the subjects' time on jbask and
 
the quality of the end products led me to believe! that my
 
students were pushed to higher leyels of writing potential,
 
although their scores do not fully indicate this !
 
accomplishment. It must also be noted that the s^ltudents
 
■ ■ ■ • I 
. , ■ . ■ . ■ .. ■ . ; I 
were aware that their audience consisted of second grade
 
second language acquirers. They yere not writin«j to a peer
 
or an adult audience.
 
Although I had implemented a creative whole!language
 
project, my students were evaluateed using a matrix, which
 
doesn't include creativity as a hjigh level of priority.
 
This is a noteworthy observation. I
 
I
 
Students were challenged beyond their "zonel 
! 
of
 
i
 
, ! . ■ . 
proximal" development. Finished projects were riot error 
free. Sentence structure was not always appropriate or
 
clear. Genre had been developed^ great risks w^re taken,
 
and creativity was evident.
 
Students were proud of theilr work and looked forward to
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reading their books to young children. All of thej students 
' ■ ■ ■' . ■ i
wanted their books as keepsakes. 1n my estimationi this book 
■ ■ I 
project showed my students' growth and involvement! in 
literacy. This activity was an indication of my students' 
success. 
The importance of teachers' differences of ojiSinion in 
■ ' j 
evaluation indicates the necessity of varied examples of 
students writing in portfolios. S<cores only indicate part
! 
of the overall picture of achieveitje nt. f 
Writing evaluations are difficult. Criteriaj to be used 
for evaluation varies. This project, with limitations, has 
resulted positively. Using whole language, letter exchange, 
■ i 
and funds of knowledge as choices of pedagological changes 
in secondary ESL classrooms are favorable compared to 
traditional ESL methodologies. 
Implications 
These findings have two impojrtant implications for 
teachers working with secondary language development 
students. 
Primarily, the results of this project offer educators 
of secondary language development: students alternative 
pedagological choices which bring students to higher levels
■ ' . ■ ■ • . 1 ■ ■ ' 
proficiency. These a ternatives develop the push66Xofwri 
i • ■ 
to communicate, which facilitates acquisition aiiid promote 
the development of writing which necessitate st.Lident­
centered environments that by nature, lower anx;iety, 
60 
increase confidence, and provide contexts that arei based on
 
meaningful communication.
 
Secondly, it is only by lookirig at performance on a
 
variety of writing tasks, under varying conditions!, that we
 
can begin to understand the true wjjriting ability of ESL
 
students.
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APPENDIX A: HOLISTICALLY SCORED SAMPLES
 
SAMPLE 1
 
SCORE OF ONE
 
r
 
■ i ■' i 
< i CK\hA ^v vA0..aVdA^ 
VVe, SUjee^", X ^vic)o 
vo\\o\: W\\\K^ of \M<2 ? x: -\W<^\\l iU^
CK^e svj^e^ \ecA:)\(CK, aq^oj^^ecxb\^G\oSc>f^ X \ V 1\ ke V AO^ P U ?
 
;/■ 
avis<J''6 ^ \^Ci 
vJ 
5O0 A . 
■p.-c<b"on Qoh^-^^ 
o^Tc^Ve 0.-^ ^ ^V.ovM -^oc, ^VA \.l-e s
•o 0\3 VnV- |< 
1
\^W\ VxCX-c-x^ 
? 
ooV\ovo oW' 
cSo ^\NJ V e 
0 . 
MviVs csTh c o ^ 
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APPENDIX A: HOLISTICALLY SCORED SAMPLES
 
SAMPLE 2
 
SCORE OF 2
 
POPOCATEPETL A^^) HISTAi;IHOATL
 
This is a leyend that exsisted ma aio in San Juan(pto/aico)v
 
There exsisted a kingdoh in where their emeror commanded and did the
 
beset he thought for his people.That emperbr had a dauhter hei- name
 
was Histazihuatl.she was young pretty and very intelligent.
 
The kingdon in which they lived,was very w ell protected by their
 
warnors.The head of the warriors was Popocatepetl a young warrior
 
and the best of all.
 
One day the emperor called Popocatepetl td give him some orders ,
 
he went,and there he met the daughter of imperor. f
 
From that moment they began to care about each other.They enjoyed
 
a gread romantic love that exsisted between them, '
 
But Hi3tazihuatl^father"'s intentions were to marry her off|
 
with a emperor many more year senior than she.
 
The emperor could see that Popocatepetl and Histazihuatl they in
 
love.The father decided to order Popocatepetl to war. !
 
V?hen he went to tell her goodbye Histazihuatl
 
he said; I love you very much and I beg you to
 
wait for me. Time doesn't matter with our ever
 
lasting love. He also said that if in two months,
 
he didn't come back she would know he was dead.
 
Popocatepetl went to that war, with two hundred
 
men. The war lasted for eight months.
 
A long time passed (three years) and he did not come back, but Histazihuatl
 
father decided to marry of his daughter. She didn t want to do it.
 
The day of thewe wedding she was a lone in her room, and she began to
 
remember all the time that she spent with Popocatepetl and she decided
 
to drink paison.And that s where she was When she decided "i/O take her life,
 
popocatepel came back triumphant from the ~
 
war. The first thing that he wanted to do
 
was".to see. It was too late. He took her
 
to the forest v;here they went with frequency,
 
ho swore before her,that he too would ireet
 
her in a deep sleep of love.
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APPENDIX A: HOLISTICALLY SCORED SAMPLES
 
SAMPLE 3
 
SCORE OF THREE
 
\5 a
 
ex\r coo^:\\4vDv<^|to ' imppri-Zcint-

T UJCin-/^ ,
 
i^he : noc^Sl^ so mcj^h addl-rh>pf<
 
(J^rt/ I n ^ ^to •
 
fl~ /.YKe bauc ^' nc '
 
.mocW­
'Thvs i:^.izT^ CPs^ tyff"mv( ,
 
One of the remedies that are in the world. In my fWiily something like this happen«l. When my

father felt sick,he would start to shake,or he would start to loose his breath, and h|is tonguewould start
 
to turn black. They would take him to some temples where they would give him medicine and other
 
things that he could drink,or he would rub stuffon hiniself, but nothing ever happened. My father did
 
not believe that giving him a cleansing would ciire hini. A young man came to liiy house oneday, as
 
he walked in our house,he said that he was beginning to feel what was going on inlthe house. Hebegan
 
to explain to us what was happening. In my house they started to cleanse us, firstj my dad,the one who
 
Was mostly affected. On the floor they put a star, and in it he put five candleslbut in the shape of a
 
body,then he used some different herbs,soult, alcohol,lime and other things. He started to give us the
 
cleaning with the herbs and wehad tojump over firCj but we wouldn't burn ourselves, weJust felt like
 
we were id water. The young man started to look at the candles,and looked at eich one;telling us how
 
we all were, arid how We were doing. He told my dad that someone was doing blick witchcraft, and that
 
it was done by a person he knew. This young man helped my dad agreat deal and my dad began toheal.
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